Meme Club is a cryptocurrency investment platform with an
array of experience in trading and software development. The
primary action of Meme Club is putting resources into digital
currency markets.
Our team’s main goal is to make digital currency speculations
across the current market prices and conditions. Taking advantage
of market moves and profiting successfully on a regular basis.
We are able to make huge profits regardless of the volatility and
direction of various crypto assets. Here at Meme Club, you profit
even in a bear or a bull market.

With our CEO building connections and bridges for the many years, he has
built such a formidable team with Francisco, Mateo, Samuel and Jonathan.
Each one is an essential part of Meme Club with all their skills and attributes
listed above.
COO Mateo & CTO Francisco have been working side by side and met
Patrick together at a Trading seminar somewhat 5 years ago. After keeping
in touch for several years, Meme Club CEO thought it was the perfect time to
team up.
One part to delve into details over is our Head Futures Trader Jonathan. Who
for the past 12 months has had an agreement with Patrick with this business
venture in mind. They have several years of various working agreements
together and Jonathan has provided profitable records of his success as a
BTC Futures trader which Patrick put him to the task July 2021. With the
correct management he has proven to increase his portfolio size by 150% in
12 months. Patrick feels that Jonathan is a vital member to the team with
what is planned and is needed for profits and investor returns.
Samuel has been introduced to Meme Club CEO by Jonathan as he excels
across the blockchain network, cryptocurrency analyses and the development
and coding of all the technical areas linked to a business such as Meme Club.
With our ETH & BSC Token launch linked with our P2E game. Samuel will be
heading up these areas as well as various other ventures to increase Meme
Club profits.
Keep an eye out across our socials and channels as the following areas are to
come from using the future...

Here at Meme Club we have
a variety of Robotised Trading
Software programmes which
allows us to take advantage quicker
than any human can interact with
any chart with buying or selling on
the open market.
Samuel has modified our trading
bots to specifically open and close
trades when 2 or more signals are
achieved. From increases in volume,
moving averages, and stochastic
probability’s all set up to increase
our monthly profits.
Our crypto bots are specifically set
up across cryptocurrency markets.
This results in a return ratio of
30-33% per month.
We have two different ways these
trades can be set up, manually
through our traders, or automatic
with our trading software.
Our trading software allows us to
take the ‘human error’ element
out of the equation. with lightning
speed entries and exits, no human
emotions, just parameters for the
algorithms to follow.
With the trading bots parameters
being set at 15% stop loss and 30%
take profit. We can have 7 loosing
trades and 4 winning trades
which will break us even. If this
scenario happens, the bot will stop
automatically to avoid any loss.

As mentioned earlier one of our assets is the head of our futures
trading team Jonathan. As you can see Jonathan is more than a
profitable trader and will be a strong asset to the future of Meme
Club. He regularly keeps his eyes on the price of BTC during the
working week. With his chart set up and analyses he times his
entry very well and aims for various profit levels between 25% 75% per trade. Jonathan has provided a very clear 12 months
trading background with a low Risk - Reward ratio. He uses very
strict personal trading rules and guidelines which allows him to be
profitable. He will openly discuss with any investor that he will only
ever risk up to 15% per lot size (futures trade value). He religiously
sticks to a ‘3 trade loss’ rule and will only ever make a trade if he
has 3-4 buying / selling signals. If you wish to discuss more with
Jonathan please tune into one of our weekly voice chats.
Jonathan also has vast experience with trading bots which we will
release more info soon. We are currently finalizing the parameters
of the bot.
Planning on utilizing CEO’s connection to Alluvial gold mine. More
info to come as we progress.

He religiously sticks
to a ‘3 trade loss’
rule and will only
ever make a trade if
he has 3-4 buying /
selling signals

Results can fluctuate as they depend on our Futures Trading results & Robotised Trading Software
Please note that Meme Club company pay contracts earnings for all the members at 11.55PM UTC everyday 7 days a week

Your contract will expire once it reaches 100% profit. It means for 1 contract bought, you will double your money
On your personal dashboard, you will be able
to see 2 types of wallets:
USDT (TRC20) and Perfect Money

$1

USDT (ERC20)

$20

USDT (BEP20)

$5

USDC

$20

BTC

0.001

ETH

0.02

DOGE

200

SHIBA

1000000

FLOKI

1000000

BNB

0.05

BCH

0.1

LTC

0.1

XRP

100

TRON

100

After you make your deposit, the money
will go to the corresponding E-WALLET.
You will be able to purchase your
contracts from the e-wallet.

The CASH BALANCE represents all
interests and commissions accumulate
in the cash balance.
Withdrawals are done from Cash
Balance only.

The Meme Club company only
counts downline investments
through nine levels through
a unilevel compensation plan.

At Meme Club you can earn commissions on your referrals contracts buys up to
9 levels deep. After registering, you have ‘‘NO RANK’’ but you already earn 5%
on your direct referrals contracts buys!
Commission
on contracts buys
from Referrals

Commission
on $MEME token
buys from Referrals

Conditions

Bonus

7% 3%

1%

$100 

$0

1%

$200 
Downline
$1000 Investment

$50

1,5%

$500 
Downline
$2500 Investment

$200

1,5% 0,5%

$1000 
Downline
$10 000 Investment

$500

2% 0,5%

$2500 
Downline
$25 000 Investment

$2000

2% 1%

$7500 
Downline
$100 000 Investment

$7500

2% 1% 0,5%

$10 000 
Downline
$250 000 Investment

$20 000

2% 1% 1% 0,5%

$20 000 
Downline
$1 000 000 Investment

$50 000

3% 2% 1% 0,5%

$75 000 
Downline
$3 000 000 Investment

$100 000

Invest

Invest

7% 3% 2%

Invest

7% 3% 2% 2%

Invest

7% 3% 2% 2% 1%
7% 3% 2% 2% 1%
1%

7% 3% 2% 2% 1%
1% 0,5%

7% 3% 2% 2% 1%
1% 0,5% 0,5%

7% 3% 2% 2% 1%
1% 0,5% 0,5% 2%

8% 4% 3% 2% 1%
1% 1% 0.5% 2%

Invest

Invest

Invest

Invest

Invest

10% 5% 3% 2% 1% 4% 3% 2% 1%
1% 1% 1% 2%

$125 000 
Downline
$10 000 000 Investment $250 000
Invest

Here at Meme Club we are planning to launch our P2E game
prior to our cryptocurrency tokens. This will allow us to create
huge awareness offering different gaming tournaments and prizes
available to members.
Becoming a Meme Club member will give you exclusive ‘Private
Sale & Pre Sale’ opportunities to increase your earnings even more
with us.

Imagine being able to choose which currency you play & earn? Here
at Meme Club, you will have the choice of ETH or BSC to start with
much more bridges to other networks.
On top of traditional marketing around our business, we will be
working with popular YouTube gamers / gaming promotors to
broaden our audience across all areas.

Sign up and look out
for our weekly voice
chats and emails!

